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ABSTRACT

The enteric nervous system (ENS) is the intrinsic neural network of the gastrointestinal tract, which is essential for regulating gut functions and intestinal homeostasis. The importance of the ENS is underscored by the existence of severe gastrointestinal diseases, such as Hirschsprung’s disease and intestinal pseudo-obstruction, which arise when the ENS fails to develop normally or becomes dysregulated. Moreover, it is known that enteric neurons are involved in intestinal inflammation. However, the role of the ENS in colorectal cancer (CRC) carcinogenesis remains poorly understood, even though processes like perineural invasion and neurogenesis are important factors in CRC. Here we summarize how enteric neurons are affected during CRC and discuss the influence of enteric neurons, either direct or indirect, on the development and/or progression of CRC. Finally, we illustrate how the ENS could be targeted as a potential anti-cancer therapy, establishing the ENS as an integral part of the tumor microenvironment.

1. Introduction

Over the last twenty years, the enteric nervous system (ENS), the complex neural network embedded in the wall of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, has become an increasingly important topic in the study of developmental gastrointestinal diseases, functional GI disorders and even diseases of the central nervous system, such as Parkinson’s disease [1,2]. The ENS, also referred to as the ‘second brain’ or ‘minibrain’ [3,4], consists out of an extensive network of enteric neurons and enteric glial cells organized in ganglia interconnected by nerve fiber bundles [5,6]. Enteric nerve fibers innervate the entire thickness of the gut wall, and are in close contact with the intestinal epithelium. Enteric ganglia are arranged in two majorplexes: the submucosal plexus and the myenteric plexus [7]. The submucosal plexus in humans is composed of an inner plexus located at the border of the muscularis mucosae and the submucosa, and an outer plexus that lies adjacent to the circular muscle. The submucosal plexus is in all species exclusively located in the small and large intestines, but not found in the stomach [8]. The myenteric plexus, on the other hand, is found along the length of the entire GI tract and is located between the circular and longitudinal muscle layers [8,9]. The ENS controls every function of the GI tract via signaling involving both enteric neurons as well as enteric glial cells [1,5,10–13]. When GI disease severely impacts the ENS, gut functions are seriously compromised, which can even be life-threatening [14]. Although the ENS has been extensively studied in the context of developmental, inflammatory and functional diseases, its role in the development and progression of colorectal cancer (CRC) is understudied and poorly understood.
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CRC is the third most common cancer worldwide with estimated 1.4 million new cases per year [15]. Additionally, with a mortality rate of 8.5%, corresponding to 700,000 people, CRC is also the third most common cause of cancer death in the world [15]. The highest incidence and mortality of CRC is found in developed countries in North America and western Europe, with an increasing incidence found in countries which are becoming more westernized [16,17]. Initially, the development and progression of CRC was considered to be caused by the accumulation of genetic and epigenetic events [18,19]. Nowadays it has been recognized that the tumor microenvironment plays a key role in carcinogenesis [20]. Within the tumor microenvironment a large variety of cell types has been identified, including endothelial cells, pericytes, fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, immune cells and nerve cells [20,21]. The cells in the microenvironment are able to promote cancer cell growth, proliferation, survival, invasion/metastasis, and angiogenesis via the release of many different growth factors and cytokines [21–24]. While some cell types of the microenvironment, like endothelial or immune cells, have been extensively studied and show promising results as therapeutic targets in CRC, the putative role of the ENS in the development and progression of CRC is largely unknown. Recently, different landmark papers described the importance of neurons as critical microenvironmental determinants of cancer progression in prostate [25], pancreatic [26], skin [27] and gastric [28,29] cancers. In addition, it has been shown that enteric neurons have an important role in gut homeostasis and regeneration [12,29] which address a central role for enteric neurons in colorectal carcinogenesis. Most mechanisms described so far, by which enteric neurons interact with epithelial and tumor cells to promote gut homeostasis and/or malignant growth and invasion, involve the release of neurotransmitters. In this review, we give a brief account of the physiology of the ENS and explore the current knowledge of enteric neurons on epithelial homeostasis/inflammation, and their involvement in the development and progression of CRC.

2. The major functions of the enteric nervous system

Enteric neurons number between 400 and 600 million in humans and 1.2 million in mice; the sheer size of the ENS suggests it is important [1,30], and this is borne out by developmental studies showing that its absence has lethal consequences [14]. Many subtypes of enteric neurons have been identified based on differences in morphology, electrical properties, projections and function [1,6,31]. It is now widely accepted that these subtypes of enteric neurons are functionally relevant and are able to control motility, and regulate intestinal permeability, secretion, blood flow and other activities of the gut [1,12,13].

The ENS plays an important role in the regulation of gastrointestinal motility via a peristaltic reflex circuit. The reflex is initiated by the release of enteroendocrine hormones, notably serotonin (5-HT) or direct mechanical stimulation of intestinal primary afferent neurons. Intestinal primary afferent neurons project to local interneurons which innervate motor neurons upstream and downstream of the origin of the stimulus. The ascending interneurons activate excitatory motor neurons in order to initiate contractions of the smooth muscle via the release of acetylcholine (ACh) and substance P, while downstream interneurons activate inhibitory motor neurons which release nitric oxide (NO) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), to relax the descending portion of the gut. Together this pattern of upstream contraction and downstream relaxation establishes a pressure gradient that leads to propagation of luminal content and forms the basis of propagated gastrointestinal motility [32–34]. Segmental motility of the intestine, where local movements occur to aid digestion, has also been well defined [35,36].

Intestinal epithelial barrier function is tightly regulated and controls the permeability of the intestines which is essential to prevent microbial products, microbes, antigens and other harmful substances from leaving the lumen and entering the bloodstream. ACh and substance P released by enteric neurons causes an increase in paracellular and transcellular permeability [12,37], while VIP reduces intestinal permeability [38]. Therefore VIP is able to balance the effects caused by permeability-increasing factors like ACh, substance P, but also inflammatory mediators and pathogens [38,39]. Intestinal barrier function is regulated by enteric neurons in the short term through post-translational modification of the myosin light chain phosphorylation, but also over more extended periods of time through changes in the expression of tight junction proteins [38–40].

The ENS also regulates secretion of H2O, electrolytes and mucus, and plays a role in fluid exchange between the intestinal lumen and the gut mucosa. Active secretion and fluid exchange is initiated by intrinsic enteric reflexes [13]. Stimulation of intestinal primary afferent neurons activates secretomotor neurons which initiate secretion by the release of ACh, VIP, adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and substance P, while inhibition of the secretomotor neurons is mainly regulated via the sympathetic nervous system and by interneuronal-released somatostatin [41,42].

Overall, less is known about the role of enteric neurons in the regulation of proliferation, repair, wound healing and blood flow. Even though it is well known that the enteroendocrine peptide glucagon-like peptide 2 (GLP-2) exerts trophic effects on the mucosal epithelium, it remains to be determined which other neuromodulators are involved in this process. Several studies have suggested that ACh, substance P and VIP are important stimulators for epithelial cell proliferation although contradictory evidence indicates that VIP also has antiproliferative effects [43–46]. Other neuropeptides that take part in the regulation of the epithelium/epithelial homeostasis are 5-HT, which is involved in epithelial growth and [47] endocannabinoids have a role in mucosal healing [48]. Finally, enteric neurons can regulate blood flow within the gut in order to maintain a proper balance between the absorption of nutrients and fluid exchange [12,42]. Acetylcholine released by vasodilator/secretomotor neurons interacts with the blood vessels to release NO from the endothelium hereby inducing vasodilation [42]. Guan et al. showed that also GLP-2 is able to stimulate blood flow. As GLP-2 receptors are localized on neurons expressing NO and VIP, it is suggested that these neurotransmitters act as additional regulators for blood flow [49], Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and substance P are also neurotransmitters with vasodilatory effects, but the signaling of these transmitters in the context of vasodilatory modulation originates from splanchic primary afferent neurons which have their cell bodies located in the dorsal root ganglia [50]. However, signaling from the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) for blood flow is also essential for intestinal vasoconstriction. The SNS stimulates vasoconstriction via α1-adrenergic pathways in particular induced by norepinephrine/noradrenaline (NE) [51]. Additionally, dopamine, the precursor of NE, and neuropeptide Y, which is regarded as a co-transmitter with NE in the SNS, exert vasoconstrictor effects, although several lines of evidence indicate that these transmitters can also attenuate vasoconstriction depending on the binding to specific subtypes of receptors [52–54].

This brief overview of the functions of the ENS outlines many of the major transmitters and provides important background about the importance of the ENS. Currently most of our knowledge of the ENS in intestinal pathophysiology is based on studies on genetic ENS diseases, like Hirschsprung’s disease, and on intestinal inflammatory conditions, like IBD. This needs to be considered when examining the role of enteric neurons and enteric neurotransmitters in intestinal inflammation and CRC.

3. Linking gut inflammation, a predecessor for CRC, and the ENS

The ENS plays a pivotal role in orchestrating the inflammatory processes in the gastrointestinal tract. Margolis et al. showed how an altered enteric neuronal density can contribute to the severity of gut inflammation. They treated two different mouse models, each characterized with an altered number of neurons with 2,4,6-trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid (TNBS) and dextran sodium sulfate (DSS) to...
and nerve growth factor (NGF) mainly promote pro-inflammatory factors, such as substance P, 5-HT, neuropeptide Y (NPY), and oxytocin (OT). Pro-inflammatory cytokines, which are located closely to enteric neurons and nerves and can stimulate enteric neuronal activity thereby a homeostasis-restoring function (Fig. 1) and a pro-inflammatory function (Fig. 2). Homeostasis-restoring neuromodulators and hormones as VIP, GLP-2, GLP-2R, PACAP, GABA, dopamine, GDNF, and oxytocin stimulate neuronal survival and intestinal functions, whereas in CAC more tumor promoting immune cells are detected. Thereby it is well established that the ENS is an essential player in the regulation of intestinal inflammation. Overall, these findings between the ENS and inflammation also need to be considered when studying the role of enteric neurons in other intestinal diseases, like CRC.

Intestinal inflammation has also been identified and well-described as an important risk factor for CRC. In most literature, CRC which is associated with intestinal inflammation is referred to as colitis-associated cancer (CAC). This variant of CRC affects approximately 20% of IBD patients, and almost 50% of these patients will die. Although the genetics and the stages of development are highly similar, there are clear differences between CRC and CAC concerning the contribution of inflammatory signaling. First, the activated immune system is able to induce further genetic mutations and epigenetic alterations by the release of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or reactive nitrogen species (RNS) which are known to cause DNA damage. This damage may mutate p53 and mismatch repair genes while cytokines can induce epigenetic alterations or deregulate the expression of miRNAs causing changes in gene silencing. The nuclear accumulation of β-catenin has been found to be regulated via pro-inflammatory factors like tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and prostaglandin E2, or even by pro-inflammatory pathways such as nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NFκB) or Akt serine/threonine kinase (Akt). Within both sporadic CRC and CAC, the immune system is active. However, in sporadic CRC there is an equilibrium in normal immunosurveillance cells and tumor promoting cells, whereas in CAC more tumor promoting immune cells are detected that can secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines which, together with chemokines, function as growth factors or pro-angiogenic factors for chemically induce colitis. Interestingly, they observed that Hand2+/− mice, which have a decreased number of neurons, had less severe colitis compared to their wildtype counterparts while NSE-noggin mice, characterized by an increased number of neurons, suffered from more severe colitis, compared to wildtype animals.

Many studies describe the impact of different types of neuropeptides, transmitters and hormones on intestinal inflammation. Literature indicates that neuromodulators can be produced and secreted by enteric nerves in response to inflammation and can serve different roles, which can be divided roughly into a homeostasis-restoring function (Fig. 1) and a pro-inflammatory function (Fig. 2). Homeostasis-restoring neuromodulators and hormones as VIP, GLP-2, GLP-2R, PACAP, GABA, dopamine, GDNF, oxytocin, prostaglandin D2 (PGD2), somatostatin, neurotensin, and nerve growth factor (NGF) mainly promote pro-inflammatory cytokines and increase intestinal permeability.

In addition, the interaction of the enteric neurons with immune cells has been studied. Enteric neurons interact with muscularis macrophages, which are located closely to enteric neurons and nerves and can regulate enteric neuronal activity thereby affecting motility and contractility. On the other hand, neurons themselves are involved in intestinal homeostasis restoration via different mechanisms than in non-CAC. The nuclear accumulation of β-catenin has been found to be regulated via pro-inflammatory factors like tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and prostaglandin E2, or even by pro-inflammatory pathways such as nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NFκB) or Akt serine/threonine kinase (Akt). Within both sporadic CRC and CAC, the immune system is active. However, in sporadic CRC there is an equilibrium in normal immunosurveillance cells and tumor promoting cells, whereas in CAC more tumor promoting immune cells are detected that can secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines which, together with chemokines, function as growth factors or pro-angiogenic factors for...
the tumor [82,91]. Important cytokines for both intestinal inflammation as well as tumor development like TNF-α, interleukin (IL)-1 and IL-6 are upregulated in IBD and CAC indicating a similar disease-promoting role [92–99]. Finally, the high inflammatory status of the tumor microenvironment also affects processes of invasion and metastasis as pro-inflammatory factors can activate NF-κB and signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) 3 which consequently induce the epithelial-mesenchymal transition and the expression of proteases leading to increased migration and thus invasion/metastasis of tumor cells [100]. For more detailed descriptions on the mechanisms of CAC, we refer the interested reader to the reviews by Terzic et al., Rubin et al., Van der Kraak et al., and Axelrad et al. [82,101–103]. Overall, it can be concluded that there is a strong association between intestinal inflammation and the possibility for the development of CRC/CAC and with the current knowledge on the importance of the ENS in intestinal inflammation, the role of (enteric) innervation in CRC should not be underestimated.

Finally, one should take into account that many studies also describe a decrease of enteric neurons after an inflammatory insult. In dinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (DNBS), TNBS and DSS animal models, the occurrence of inflammation is associated with a significant loss ranging from 20%–50% of enteric neurons [76,104–107]. Additionally, in ulcerative colitis patients the neuronal density in the myenteric plexus was decreased up to 61% [108]. How these data could be linked to the damaging role of the enteric neurons in the development of gut inflammation, seen by Margolis et al. [55], and CAC/CRC is still unclear. It could be dependent on whether gut inflammation or ENS dysregulation is the primary event. Additionally, it is unknown whether specific subtypes of neurons, and related neurotransmitters and their receptors, are affected.

### 4. Innervation in cancer

It was originally believed that the nervous system only indirectly influences the development/progression of cancer, as tumors spread along nerve fibers in a process called perineural invasion (PNI) [109]. Detection of perineural invasion and related nerve cell markers in tumors is correlated with a poorer disease outcome and/or increased malignancy [25]. This correlation is found in head and neck, prostate, breast, cervical, esophageal, gastric and colorectal cancer [110–121]. For CRC, PNI has been identified as an independent prognostic marker for the outcome and survival in multiple studies [110,121–125]. Burdy et al. was one of the first to investigate the potential prognostic value of PNI in CRC and found that it was associated with high risk of tumor recurrence and decreased survival in T3-T4 node negative CRC patients [123,124]. In stage II CRC patients, PNI was significantly associated with the depth of tumor invasion and lymphovascular invasion. More importantly, it was also an independent prognostic factor for disease-free survival but not overall survival in stage II patients and a strong predictor in stage III patients [122]. Additionally, PNI is correlated with more advanced and aggressive disease [110,121,126]. However, Liebl et al. could not validate this independent prognostic potential of neural invasion in CRC despite their observation that increased neural invasion is associated with shorter survival [127]. In 2016, Kinjin et al. confirmed the impact of PNI as an independent prognostic factor in 5-year disease-free survival (based on 9 studies), 5-year cancer-specific survival (based on 6 studies) and 5-year overall survival (based on 14 studies) in a systematic review and recommended that PNI should be implemented in standard reporting of CRC [125].

Next to this passive role for nerves in carcinogenesis, is the existence of reciprocal interactions between cancer cells and nerves that nowadays has become widely accepted. Cancer cells make use of factors released by nerve fibers to generate a microenvironment positive for cell survival and proliferation. In addition, tumor cells can secrete neurotrophic/neurogenic factors and axon guidance molecules and are therefore able to stimulate their own innervation (via paracrine/auto-endocrine signaling) in a similar way as angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis [128–131]. This process of the active formation of new nerve fibers and the infiltration into tumors is called neoneurogenesis, and was first described by Entschladen et al. [128,132]. In recent years,
neoneurogenesis has been identified as an important process in breast and pancreatic cancer, and also in CRC [111,133,134]. Albo et al. were the first to describe the importance of neoneurogenesis in CRC. Using both in vitro and in vivo models, the group observed that there was a higher nerve density in cancerous regions compared to healthy regions. Additionally, high levels of neurogenesis in CRC was described to be an important marker for tumor aggressiveness as 5-year overall survival is decreased with 50% in patients with high neurogenesis compared to patients with no/low neurogenesis [111]. These data in combination with the knowledge on the role of perineural invasion clearly depict the essential role of innervation in CRC development and progression.

Recently, a number of landmark papers described the importance of innervation as critical microenvironmental determinants of cancer progression in prostate [25], pancreatic [26], skin [27] and gastric cancers [28,29]. Magnon and colleagues demonstrated that prostate tumors are infiltrated by both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves, originating from normal prostate tissue, indicating that tumors are able to recruit newly developing nerves which are present in the micro-environment. Further investigation regarding the role of the autonomic nerves has shown that sympathetic nerves contribute to cancer development whereas the parasympathetic nerves are able to promote invasion and metastasis [25]. The presence of higher nerve density within the tumor has also been associated with a poorer outcome, indicating the potential role of nerve fiber density as a prognostic marker for prostate cancer [25]. Zhao et al. and Hayakawa et al. show a similar role for nerve fibers in gastric cancer. Regions of the stomach with higher vagal innervation have an increased chance of tumor development and when these areas are denervated, the number of tumors and progression of the cancer is attenuated [28]. Zhao et al. described that neurons co-cultured with gastric organoids showed neurite outgrowth and this resulted in enhanced gastric organoid growth, working through cholinergic induced Wnt signaling [28]. This was further studied by Hayakawa et al. who showed that the release of ACh from nerves, as well as tuft cells (a specialized epithelial cell involved in immune regulation and “tasting” luminal content), which are intermediary cells dependent on innervation [135], stimulates epithelial cells to release NGF thereby increasing enteric neurons (HuC/D immunoreactive cells) and neurite outgrowth causing a positive feedback loop [29,136]. Via this loop, ACh can promote epithelial proliferation via muscarinic signaling and subsequently yes-associated protein (YAP)-Wnt signaling hereby promoting tumor growth, particularly after loss of adenomatous polyposis coli [29]. In addition to prostate and gastric cancer, tumor development and progression in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), is also accompanied by several neuroplastic changes. PDAC is associated with hypertrophy of the nerve bundles, and an increase in sensory innervation and pancreatic neurotrophic factor mRNA expression [26]. Finally, it is well-established that the Hedgehog pathway is an important hallmark of basal cell carcinoma. However, Peterson et al. recently observed that only specific innervated stem cell populations, located within the mechanosensory touch dome epithelia, show activated Hedgehog signaling and are highly tumorigenic upon loss of Patched1. Moreover, they observed that surgical denervation decreases touch dome derived tumors, emphasizing the importance of cutaneous sensory nerves in the development of skin cancer [27].

These studies indicate that innervation in the periphery can affect different processes in the development of cancer and have shown and/or discussed the importance of nerve-derived release of neurotransmitters like ACh and growth factors like NGF as key factors to promote cancer development. Overall, these papers set the stage to further investigate the potential role of the ENS in the development and progression of CRC.

5. Enteric nervous system and colorectal cancer

In addition to the hallmark papers described above that highlight the importance of peripheral neurons in carcinogenesis, several papers provide preliminary evidence consistent with a link between the ENS and CRC development/progression. We recently described that N-myricanthin, a downstream-regulated gene 4 (NDRG4), an established biomarker for the early detection of CRC, is specifically expressed in the ENS [137–139]. It has been described that NDRG4 has a role in vesicular transport in cells, because of its interaction with blood vessel epicardial substance, which has been shown to regulate docking of vesicle associated membrane protein 3 (VAMP-3, a SNARE-protein) positive vesicles to the cell surface and the subsequent cargo delivery (e.g. fibronectin) [140]. Moreover, NDRG4 controls vesicle membrane fusion during exocytosis as NDRG4 knockdown has been associated with a sharp reduction in the level of another vesicle-SNARE protein, Synaptosomal-associated protein 25 (SNAP25) [141]. Although the exact function of NDRG4 in the gut still has to be investigated, we hypothesize that NDRG4 is able to modulate subcellular vesicle trafficking and exocytotic release of neurotransmitters. Another interesting observation linking the ENS and CRC is that patients with megacolon which have decreased innervation of the intestine (a symptom associated with Chagas disease), have reduced risks for developing CRC. Garcia et al. tested 802 patients with megacolon and identified that none of these patients presented CRC and only three patients were found with intestinal polyps [142]. The same outcome was observed by Vespúcio et al. who described that Wistar rats with a reduced number of myenteric neurons had diminished preneoplastic markers, like aberrant crypt foci, crypt fission index, β-catenin accumulated crypts, and epithelial cell proliferation, after treatment with a carcinogenic drug, compared to rats with normal numbers of myenteric neurons [143]. Other evidence for an association between the ENS and CRC can be found within the netrin-1 signaling pathway [144]. Netrin-1 is a protein which is involved in axonal guidance in both the CNS and the ENS, and its receptor DCC (Deleted in Colorectal Cancer) was found to be expressed in the developing ENS [145,146]. DCC induces apoptosis, unless it is affiliated by its ligand, netrin-1, and its expression is often reduced in CRC [147–149]. Because of the important role of netrin-1 and its receptor in both ENS and CRC, Ko et al. also debated that the ENS could be an important contributor to CRC development [144].

In addition to the innervation promoting tumor development and progression, CRC-induced alterations within the ENS have also been described. Godlewski et al. [150] described that a tumor is able to displace the myenteric and submucosal plexuses often with loss of nerve fibers and neurons. If the invasion pattern of the tumor is more dispersed, the tumor can surround the submucosal layer thereby destroying it. Due to the loss of innervation, markedly altered gut functions could occur, causing symptoms such as alterations in bowel movements, constipation, diarrhea and pain [150]. Other studies investigated the increase or decrease of specific neurotransmitter-expressing neurons and nerve fibers within the ENS in the region adjacent to the cancer invaded area in the intestines of patients with CRC [151–153]. A decrease of NPY and Cgrp, substance P, somatostatin and PACAP-expressing neurons is observed within the submucosal plexus and a decrease of Cgrp, NPY and in a lesser extent somatostatin-expressing neurons is observed in the myenteric plexus. Only galanin-expressing neurons were increased in the myenteric plexus in CRC. No changes were observed for VIP in both myenteric and submucosal plexus [151–153]. However, rats with chemically induced colonic adenocarcinoma showed an increased number of substance P and VIP immunoreactive nerve fibers while nitric oxide synthase (NOS) immunoreactive nerve fibers were decreased [154]. Together these data indicate that the neurochemical coding of neurons and nerve fibers in CRC conditions are significantly different compared to a healthy situation.

6. Neuromodulators and their role in CRC development/progression

As described above, neuromodulators have major influences on gut
function. Current research is predominantly focused to identify which neurotransmitters and neurotrophic factors are involved in cancer development as there is increasing evidence that these factors can affect migration, invasion and metastasis [155]. Tumor cells express different neurotransmitter receptors and react with different neurotransmitters [156]. In addition, tumor cells can produce endogenous neurotransmitters in response to several environmental stimuli [156].

The first neurotransmitter that was associated with CRC was VIP. As early as the 1970’s it was demonstrated that VIP receptors were present in the malignant colonic cell line HT-29. Alleaume et al. showed that the addition of VIP increases proliferation of HT-29 cells [157] and this was confirmed in the in vivo study of Iishi et al., who studied the effects of VIP on colonic tumors in azoxymethane (AOM)-treated Wistar rats [158]. Regular injections with VIP in this rat model of CRC led to a higher incidence of colonic tumors [158]. When using a VIP antagonist in AOM-treated Sprague Dawley rats, the volume, staging, number of dysplastic crypts, and lymphocyte infiltrate in the tumors was reduced [159]. One proposed mechanism of how VIP could influence these effects is via the production and accumulation of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and the activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK), which can both lead to enhanced proliferation [157]. However, opposite results have been shown by Ogawara et al., who studied the effect of VIP on invasion and migration of murine colon 26-L5 adenocarcinoma cells and concluded that VIP is able to inhibit migratory/invasive processes of 26-L5 adenocarcinoma cells [160]. Moreover, it has been described that treatment with VIP and the VIP analogue PACAP, reduces cell growth in HCT116, SW403, DLD-1 and Caco-2 cell lines, but also in HT29 cells [161,162]. How VIP exerts these different effects remains to be determined. However, as observed for other neurotransmitters, e.g. PACAP, it might be reliant on the activated receptor. PACAP has been associated with a diversity of functions, for example the regulation of cell division, cell differentiation and apoptotic cell death in neuronal and some non-neuronal cell types [163]. Interestingly, PACAP can both stimulate and inhibit proliferation of one cell type which is dependent on the distribution of the PACAP receptors: PAC1-R-s or PAC1-R-hop. PAC1-R-s is able to stimulate proliferation, whereas PAC1-R-hop functions via another signaling pathway to inhibit proliferation [164]. Interestingly, in an in vivo study, it was observed that DSS-treated PACAP”−/−” mice spontaneously developed aggressive colorectal tumors, while control mice only displayed minor neoplastic changes [61]. In addition, tumors of the PACAP”−/−” mice also had a more aggressive-appearance pathology compared to the tumors of control mice [61]. Together, these data suggest that PACAP has a tumor suppressor role in CRC, although the underlying mechanisms are still unknown. Following the discovery that VIP and its analogue PACAP are able to affect cancer development, various groups started to investigate the possible role of neuropeptides/transmitters in cancer. An increasing number of studies have now investigated the role of different neuromodulators in the development and progression of CRC, which we will summarize below.

The substance P/neurokinin 1 receptor complex is involved in mitogenesis, angiogenesis, cell migration and metastasis [165]. Substance P can bind to all members of the neurokinin receptor family although its binding with the neurokinin-1 (NK-1) receptor has been most fully investigated. The NK-1 receptor was identified in colon adenocarcinomas by Rosso et al., who reported that low concentrations of substance P are able to increase growth of SW-403 cells and that blocking the receptor using an NK-1 antagonist could inhibit growth and induce cell death via apoptosis [166]. These results were confirmed by inhibiting substance P using anti-substance P antibodies in HT29 and HCT116 cancer cells [167]. Garnier et al. described that by using NK-1 receptor antagonists in DLD1 cell lines, the canonical Wnt signaling was inhibited giving an insight into the mechanism of substance P/NK-1 signaling in cancer [168]. Thus, substance P has been found to play a stimulating role in the development of CRC. Because substance P can promote tumor growth in other types of tumor besides CRC as neuroblastomas, gliomas, retinoblastoma, melanomas, pancreatic carcinomas and gastric carcinomas, the possibility of using NK-1 receptor antagonists as a therapeutic has led to the development of several different antagonists [169]. Despite their structural differences, Aprepitant, benzylether piperidine (L-733,060) and N-acetyl-L-tryptophan-3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl))-benzyl-ester (L-732,138) bind the NK-1 receptor with a similar specificity thereby inhibiting tumor growth [170,171]. Besides the direct antitumoral effect of the NK-1 receptor antagonists, Aliferi et al. have shown that the use of these antagonists reduced side effects caused by chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy [172]. However, aprepitant has also been found to induce CYP3A4 and when aprepitant is co-administered with drugs metabolized by CYP3A4, it could lead to increased plasma levels. Therefore the usage of aprepitant in combination with chemotherapeutic agents metabolized by CYP3A4 should be investigated thoroughly as this combination could potentially result in altered drug efficacy or toxicity due to the interactions between aprepitant and the chemotherapeutic agent [173]. Therefore, more research of NK-1 receptor antagonists in CRC is needed to optimize their potential as broad-spectrum antitumor drugs.

Serotonin, a biogenic amine found in nerves and enterochromaffin cells throughout the GI tract is another neurotransmitter that has been studied in the context of CRC development. In vivo and in vitro studies suggest an inhibitory effect of 5-HT on CRC. Tutton et al. showed that treatment with 5-HT reuptake inhibitors (Citalopram and Fluoxetine) has a suppressive effect on proliferation in dimethylhydrazine-induced colonic tumors in rats and mice with xenografted carcinomas [174]. Following this study, Xu et al. discovered that the daily use of 5-HT reuptake inhibitors (commonly used antidepressants) is associated with a reduced risk for developing CRC in a population based nested case-control study [175]. These findings have been supported by several other studies [176–178], although a Danish population-based study described no association between 5-HT reuptake inhibitor use and CRC risk [178]. In contrast, other studies revealed stimulating effects of 5-HT on CRC, when using an 5-HT receptor antagonist. In a study by Barkla et al., the effects of 5-HT were prevented by treating xenografted carcinomas in mice with a 5-HT receptor antagonist (BW 501c), which resulted in decreased tumor growth [179]. In order to get a better understanding of the impact of 5-HT on CRC, Ataee et al. conducted several studies investigating the involvement of the 5-HT receptors and described that 5-HT1B, 5-HT3 and 5-HT4 are expressed in HT29 cells and that binding of 5-HT with all three receptors stimulates cell proliferation and that 5-HT antagonists inhibited cancer cell growth [180,181]. The activation of different intracellular signaling cascades triggered by the different 5-HT receptors could explain the diverse effects of 5-HT [182].

Neuropeptide Y plays an important role in the regulation of immune cells, gastrointestinal motility and intestinal secretion during healthy conditions [74]. It has been described that NPY and its Y2 receptor are upregulated in mouse models of CRC (treated with the carcinogen AOM and the inflammatory agent DSS). Further in vitro data showed that NPY can promote the angiogenic potential through Y2 receptors and thus may act as an important factor in the development of CRC [183]. The calcium binding protein, calretinin is mainly present in secretomotor/vasodilator neurons which innervate the secretory glands and which also regulate the blood flow through arterioles [42]. Calretinin is expressed in 10 different colorectal cell lines, generally known as cells with a high proliferation rate.: i.e. HT-29, WiDr, LoVo, LS180, CO112, CO115, SW480, SW620, COL0205 and SK-CO-1, In contrast, SW1116 and Caco-2, slow proliferating cells, do not express calretinin indicating a role for calretinin in proliferation [184]. Expression of calretinin has also been studied in a series of human colorectal adenocarcinomas where the expression levels increased with tumor progression, being associated with increased malignancy and metastasis, while calretinin expression is lacking in normal multiplying cells [185,186].

Two other enteric neurotransmitters that have been studied in CRC are GABA and the catecholamine dopamine. GABA acting at GABA A receptors can inhibit metastasis of CRC in mice injected with the KM12SM, HT29 or RKO cell lines, and migration of SW480 cells
Dopamine, a catecholamine within the autonomic and enteric nervous system, has been associated with the inhibition of cancer growth. By stimulating dopamine receptors, an inhibitory effect on CRC growth is observed induced via an antiangiogenic action of dopamine [189].

The catecholamines, epinephrine and norepinephrine originate from the central nervous system (CNS). The CNS and the ENS are able to communicate and therefore the CNS can modulate the ENS which is important for the brain-gut axis [3]. Epinephrine and norepinephrine can reduce the release of neurotransmitters like 5-HT and substance P [42]. Both epinephrine and norepinephrine have been found to stimulate the migratory activity of SW480 cells [190]. Additionally, (nor) epinephrine, which activates β-adrenergic receptors, has also been found to promote metastasis in CRC [190]. It has been described that these catecholamines can be stimulated via acetylcholine (receptors) in colon cancer [191]. Next to stimulating catecholamines, stimulation of the ACh receptors was shown to primarily promote tumor development. This was achieved by stimulating the nicotinic as well as the muscarinic receptors with a variety of agonists. The activation of nicotinic ACh receptors by nicotine led to increased cell proliferation in HT29, Caco-2 and HCT-8 cells and decreased apoptosis in the Caco-2 and HCT-8 cells [191,192]. On the other hand, the muscarinic ACh receptors that were stimulated with ACh had a stimulatory effect on cancer cell migration and invasion in H508 and HT29 cells [193,194].

In addition to neurotransmitters, some enteroendocrine peptides have been studied during colorectal carcinogenesis. Glucagon-like peptide 2, found in L cells in the intestinal epithelium has been identified as a potential mediator of intestinal epithelial proliferation [195]. Due to these proliferative properties, Thulesen et al. studied the effect of GLP-2 on cancer development in 1,2-dimethylhydrazine (a carcinogen) treated mice, where the additional treatment with GLP-2 increased the tumor load indicating a pro-cancerous role of GLP-2 [196]. This cancer-promoting potential was confirmed in several models, including in an AOM-induced CRC rodent model where treatment with GLP-2 led to increased high-grade dysplasia and treatment with a GLP-2 antagonist decreased dysplasia [197]. Therefore GLP-2 is considered as a potential target for anti-cancer therapy [198]. Neurotensin, another enteroendocrine peptide, also stimulates the growth of CRC as shown in different colon cancer cell lines (SW480, SW620, HT29, HCT116, LoVo, and MC-26) and in tumors xenografted into nude mice [199–201]. However, later studies showed that neurotensin receptor-1 is specifically involved in promoting tumor development in sporadic cancers (AOM-model) but not in CAC (AOM/DSS) [202]. In 2011, it was discovered that neurotensin signaling activates microRNA 21 and 155 which subsequently activated Akt thereby promoting tumor growth in HCT116-xenograft tumors. Blocking of the microRNAs slowed tumor growth [203].

Currently, the role of enteroendocrine peptides, as an alternative/ additional treatment for chemotherapy and radiotherapy in cancer, is under investigation. While hormonal manipulation in breast and prostate cancer is well established, it is barely used as a treatment option for CRC patients. In 1989 it was investigated that CRC patients could benefit from hormonal therapy with antiestrogen drugs [204]. Hormones like estrogen have been shown to play a role in cancers of the GI tract [205]. Ciccotosto et al. observed that gastric levels are significantly elevated in CRC patients compared to a control group [206]. Gastrin is able to exert trophic effects via endocrine, autocrine and paracrine pathways as shown in studies using CRC lines (HT29, HCT116) and colorectal xenografts in nude mice [207–210]. Somatostatin, one of the most widely distributed gut hormones, is known to have an inhibitory effect on gastric acid secretion, intestinal absorption and motility [211]. The first studies concerning somatostatin originate from the 1980s where contradictory results were described regarding the effect of different somatostatin-analogues in CRC. One of the earliest and best studied analogues for somatostatin, in the context of CRC, is octreotide.

In an early study, no inhibitory effect on tumor growth was observed after the treatment with this somatostatin-analogue in a AOM-induced CRC rat model [212]. However, in later studies, it was described that octreotide could inhibit tumor growth in vitro and in vivo using xenograft mice models [213]. Similarly, another analogue for somatostatin, AN-162, was also able to inhibit tumor growth as found in HT-29, HCT-15 and HCT-116 cell lines [214]. Mono-treatment with octreotide in SW620 cells led to a reduction of viable cells, but when octreotide was used in combination with 5-HT and galanin, the effects were enhanced [215]. The positive outcome of this combination treatment was confirmed in vivo in C57BL/6J-nu nude mice injected with cells of an N-methyl-N-nitroguanidine-induced rat colon carcinoma, by the decreased tumor volume due to increased apoptosis and necrosis, and reduction of blood vessel density [215–218]. Evidence for a role of galanin in CRC development was described in the 1990’s by Ishii et al., who showed that galanin treatment leads to a decreased incidence of colonic tumors in Wistar rats during a limited follow-up period [219]. It was not until 2007, that Kim et al. observed with microarray analysis that galanin expression is increased in colon cancer tissue (51 colon adenocarcinomas) compared to normal tissue (15 normal colons) [220]. In addition, it has been described that galanin-positive neurons are increased in the myenteric plexus of diseased regions affected by CRC compared to non-diseased areas [220]. Moreover, Nagayoshi et al. discovered that galanin is important in cancer invasiveness and that high expression of galanin is associated with a more aggressive form of CRC with a poorer prognosis for stage II patients [221]. Although further studies are necessary, it is suggested that galanin signaling may act as prognostic and potentially therapeutic target for stage II patients specifically.

Finally, besides the release of neurotransmitters and hormones, the importance of specific receptors found within the ENS should also be considered. Receptors that are important in calcium influx, calcium-dependent processes and are involved in purinergic signaling as part of the neuron-to-glial cell communication within the ENS, are the P2X receptors [222,223]. Overall, it has been accepted that purinergic signaling functions via P2X purinoceptor 7 (P2X7R) is involved in the maintenance of gut homeostasis by regulating both motor and secretory functions [224–226]. Gulbransen et al. have described an essential role of P2X7R in the development of IBD, as described above, but more recently Hofman et al. have also shown that P2X7R is involved in the development of CAC [227]. Whereas P2X7R inhibitors can reduce neuronal cell death and hereby the development of IBD [107], this study also showed that blockage of P2X7R can enhance proliferation of intestinal epithelial cells and reduce apoptosis, which increases the risk of CAC [107,227].

Overall, studies investigating the role of neuromodulators and specific receptors in cancer have shown that CRC development and progression can be modulated by neural invasion and a variety of enteric transmitters. We have summarized the effect of the above described neuromodulators on different hallmarks of cancer in Table 1. Neurons producing factors like somatostatin, PACAP, dopamine and GABA will be able to inhibit the progression of cancer while substance P, galanin, NPY, epinephrine, norepinephrine, and ACh are able to promote proliferation, growth, migration, invasion and angiogenesis, as summarized in Fig. 3. Many neurotransmitters that have been found to stimulate CRC, have also been studied in the context of gut inflammation, as described in Figs. 1 and 2. It is interesting to see that NPY and substance P, for example, promote CRC and inflammation, and that PACAP has a protective effect on both inflammation and CRC. As the link between inflammation and CRC development is well established, one might assume that neuromodulators have the same positive or negative effects on cancer and inflammation in the intestines [82]. The neuromodulators discussed in this review have been mostly studied by their exogenous administration to cells or by administering them as a treatment, but all of these neuromodulators are also endogenously present in the ENS. Whether these can be harnessed to prevent the development or...
Table 1
Overview of ENS-related neuromodulators, hormones and receptors involved in key processes of colorectal carcinogenesis: inflammation, proliferation, migration/metastasis, apoptosis and angiogenesis. Abbreviations: GABA = γ-aminobutyric acid; GLP-2 = glucagon-like peptide 2; PACAP = pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide; P2X7R = P2X purinoceptor 7; VIP = vasoactive intestinal peptide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acetylcholine</th>
<th>Inflammation</th>
<th>Proliferation/growth</th>
<th>Migration/metastasis</th>
<th>Apoptosis</th>
<th>Angiogenesis</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>In vitro: Nicotinic/muscarinic receptors: ↑ proliferation</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>[192–194]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Calretinin    | –            | –                     | ↑ expression: metastasis ↑ | –         | –            | [184–186]  |


| Epinephrine/ Norepinephrine | In vivo: Sympathetic denervation: ↓/↑ inflammation dependent on acute or chronic phase | –                     | ↑ migratory activity | –         | –            | [190,191,230] |

| GABA          | In vivo: GABA: ↑ intestinal inflammation | –                     | ↑ migratory activity | –         | –            | [70,187,188] |


| Neuropeptide Y | In vivo: Treatment galanin: ↓ TNBS-induced colitis | –                     | ↑ aggressive tumor phenotype | –         | –            | –          |

| Neurotensin   | In vivo: Treatment galanin: ↓ TNBS-induced colitis | –                     | ↑ aggressive tumor phenotype | –         | –            | –          |

| PACAP         | In vivo: PACAPKO mice: ↑ severe colitis | –                     | ↑ aggressive tumor phenotype | –         | –            | [51,163,164] |

| P2X7R (receptor) | In vivo: | ↑ number of tumors | – | – | – | [107,227] |

| Serotonin     | Human: ↑ 5-HT levels in UC patients | –                     | ↑ number of tumors | –         | –            | –          |

| Somatostatin  | In vivo: ↓ intestinal and colonic inflammation | –                     | ↑ aggressiveness | ↑ blood vessel density | –         | –          |

(continued on next page)
### Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>Inflammation</th>
<th>Proliferation/growth</th>
<th>Migration/metastasis</th>
<th>Angiogenesis</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>↑ pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines</td>
<td>↑ survival in V9802 and NCI-H1579</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[110,111,122]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

progression of CRC remains to be determined. Most of these neurotransmitters are produced and released in both the autonomic and enteric nervous systems and might thus affect CRC development or progression, however, as described, little knowledge is available about the exact contribution of the ENS in CRC. Nonetheless, the ability of the neuromodulators to affect cancer development and progression could be of significant value for future therapeutic targets.

### 7. Targeting innervation in cancer – therapeutic potential

In general, both PNI as well as the presence of neurogenesis have been associated with poorer prognosis and decreased survival in CRC [110,111,121–125,127]. Because of the good prognostic potential of PNI and neurogenesis in CRC, these factors could play an important role in therapy stratification (use of adjuvant therapy or postoperative chemotherapy) [110,111,122]. Magnon et al. and Zhao et al., suggested that denervation of tumors can act as a potential therapy to treat prostate and gastric cancer, respectively, as they showed that surgical denervation using vagotomy or removal of hypogastric nerves, as well as pharmacological denervation using unilateral injections with botulinum toxin A, lead to attenuation of cancer development and progression [25,28]. The same effect was observed in pancreatic cancer, where patients whose innervation was ablated had a slightly better survival rate [26,228,229]. Recently, Jobling et al. reviewed strategies targeting the neurotrophic factor NGF, also considered by Hayakawa et al. as a potential target [29]. NGF stimulates nerve infiltration but also cancer cell proliferation and invasion in breast, prostate and gastric cancer. Using antineurogenic therapies, nerve infiltration can be inhibited and by decreasing the release of tumor-stimulating neurotrophic growth factors, processes as proliferation and migration can also be inhibited [218]. Although NGF has not been associated with CRC, the principle of targeting innervation and related neurotrophic factors and their receptors to battle cancer is also supported by previously mentioned hallmark papers [25,26,28,29].

### 8. Conclusions & discussion

Enteric neurons play an essential role in controlling normal GI function by regulating intestinal homeostasis via alterations in permeability, motility, blood flow and fluid exchange/secretion. An important role of enteric neurons in intestinal inflammatory conditions and genetic diseases like Hirschsprung’s disease has been identified over the years. In intestinal inflammatory conditions, both homeostasis-restoring and inflammation-maintaining neuromodulation have been described. While the important role of the ENS is unequivocal, and it is well-known that gut inflammation often precedes CRC development, studies investigating the direct influence of the ENS in the development and/or progression of CRC are lacking. However, as we have described in this review, there is an enormous potential for the ENS to impact CRC carcinogenesis directly, and indirectly through the regulation of inflammation in the gut.

Evidence clearly indicates that tumors with high innervation, due to neoneurogenesis and perineural invasion, are more aggressive and malignant and are associated with poorer survival which can be improved by denervation of the tumors. Moreover, studies focusing on the ENS and CRC showed that patients or animals with compromised enteric innervation have decreased risk for CRC development. Other evidence clearly indicates that neuromodulators released from the ENS affect different processes of cancer development and progression.

Overall, we believe that the ENS should be considered as an important player in the development/progression of CRC, although more research is necessary to understand the exact mechanisms of neuronal-epithelial communication. As illustrated in Fig. 4, we hypothesize that enteric neurons communicate with the epithelial cells in two ways. Firstly, we believe that epithelial cells/tumor cells will receive direct input by neuromodulators originating from the innervation. Secondly,
Fig. 3. Proposed effects, either inhibitory (green), stimulatory (red), or dual (inhibitory and stimulatory, blue) on the development of CRC by neuromodulators. SOM = somatostatin, PACAP = pituitary adenyl cyclase-activating peptide, GABA = γ-aminobutyric acid, GLP-2 = glucagon-peptide 2, NPY = neuropeptide Y, ACh = acetylcholine. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Enteric neurons located in the submucosal and myenteric plexus can target epithelial and/or tumor cells via the release of neuromodulators to initiate or prevent the development of cancer. This can be either directly (right arrow) or indirectly via immune cells (left arrow). Via this mechanism, processes involved in cancer development or progression are either stimulated or inhibited, depending on the balance of enteric neuromodulation.
we hypothesize that neurons indirectly communicate with epithelial cells via immune cells.

In conclusion, initial evidence accumulated in this review, suggests that enteric neurons have the potential to be important players in the development and/or progression of CRC, by either direct or indirect targeting epithelial cells/function.
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